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ABSTRACT
The native American eagles, hawks, and owls have been carefully studied with regard to their geographic
distribution. The majority have transocaanic counterparts which are variously called transoceanic, circumpolar,
circumboreal, circumpolar/circum boreal and cosmopolitan.
Particular attention has been given to Cooper's, sharp-shinned and Eurasian sparrow hawks, and the sea eagles.
Evolutionists [17] have claimed that evolution Is promoted by Isolation and a rigorous climate. The birds of prey,
however, give evidence of wide distribution rather than Isolation, many circumhabiting the globe. They survive well
under extreme conditions, demonstrating stability of kinds or baramins, with no significant evolutionary change.
They give evidence of a young earth and recent intercontinental migration.
INTRODUcnON

Birds of prey always have held a certain fascination for man. The Ancient Egyptians produced many likenesses
of the Egyptian vulture, and the sculptured likeness of the golden eagle was held aloft on a rod before every Roman
legion, typifying the striking power and alleged invincibility of their armies.
The powerful wings of the birds of prey enable them to be among the most distinguished of the bird families. The
bird enthusiast watches with admiration as he observes, high In the air, the soaring of the great eagles and vultures,
the eagles and hawks swiftly riding the air currents from one end of a canyon to the other, the peregrine falcon
plunging through the air like a cannon ball toward Its prey, or the kestrel hovering in midair while he locates his prey
among the grasses. It Is a pleasure to study them; the popularity of hawk-watching at Hawk Mountain in
Pennsylvania testifies to this fact.
Since my youth I have studied birds in the field in this country, and later also in Canada, Central America and
Europe, photographing many in aviaries In Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, England and the United States. (5) Some
from other sources also are used In this presentation. For the sake of brevity, I have not included the vultures and
condors In this study.
THE EAOLES

The golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) Is a very large eagle, with uniformly brown body, and golden yellow or golden
brown head and neck. I have observed this species in the Catskill Mountains soaring swiftly across a broad valley,
soaring above Crater Lake In Oregon, and on occasion sitting quietly on a telephone pole in Idaho. Surprisingly,
one strain is larger than the bald eagle, having a length of 75-100 cm . and a wingspread up to 225 cm. It is
circumpolar In distribution (I.e., it Is found In the treeless tundra all the way around the Northern Hemisphere in the
arctic). It Is also circumboreal in that it is found circumhabitating the earth in the boreal ("northern") forest in the
far north, south of the tundra. Both of these species are sometimes found far to the South also.
The bald eagle (Hallaeetus leucocephalus) Is an Impressive, large eagle with snow-white head and tail. Its speed
and agility In the air are phenomenal. This Is often demonstrated by its plunging toward a flying osprey which has
a fish in its talons, causing the latter to drop Its prey, only to have the eagle swoop down and catch the fish in
midair In its sharp claws. I have observed It flying low over a lake In Michigan'S Upper Peninsula, flying down the
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Mississippi River between Iowa and illinois, soaring over the Willamette River, feeding on carrion In an open field
In Oregon, soaring over Sherburne Lake In Glacier National Park, and riding along on the air current In Wyoming
In a small group of Its kind. It Is found all across North America and in Northeastern Siberia, seeming therefore to
be almost distinctly North American.
A second look at the eagles gives pause for reflection, however. A very similar variety, the white-tailed sea eagle
(Hal/aeetus alblcllla) ranges from Greenland and western Europe, across to mountainous Eastern Siberia, South
to Africa and Madagascar, and East to the Solomon Islands. It Is the same size as the bald eagle, with the same
yellow beak and white tall, lacking only the white head [6, p.55]. However, two other kinds of white-tailed eagles
have pure white heads, the African flsh eagle [4, vol. 1, pp.312-31 5], which has white feathers down on the back
and belly also, and the white-bellied sea eagle of Australia [11 p.12], which is white In the head, belly, and much
of the undersurface of the wings. They also have similar habits and diet--flsh, birds, mammals and carrion [8,11].
Austin and Singer [1, p.81] includes the bald eagle among the whitetailed sea eagles, stating that '1hey are all of
similar aspect, and vary mainly in their posseSSion of a white head or tail". It is probable that these are all races
of one kind," and should be considered of the same kind or baramin with a circumboreal distribution.

THE OSPREY
Where no eagles are found, the osprey (Pand/on hal/aetus) is usually the largest bird of prey, dwarfing the larger
hawks by Its size. This magnificent bird, appearing mostly white from the ground as it soars above, is most efficient
in Its plunging Into the surface of water after fish. While returning to land to eat its catch, it shifts its hold to carry
the fish head-first to reduce wind resistance. It is found over much of the earth's land surface and is thus
cosmopolitan. [2, p.24].

THE HAWKS (Accipiter., Buteoa, and Clrcul8s)
Accipiter.·The True Hewk.
The acclplters have short, broad wings rounded at the tip. The goshawk fAccipiter gent/lis) Is considerably larger
than a crow, with pale gray barred breast, darker gray back, and a white eye stripe. Uke all North American
accipiter'S, It has red eyes. The young of the goshawk and that of Cooper's hawk are very similar [13, p.60]. At
this stsge, the breast of the latter Is marked with gray rather than rusty horizontal bands. The goshawk is
circumpolar In distribution. A red species (Erythroetriorchis radlatus) is found in Australia [8, p.368].
The Cooper's hawk fA. cooperil) and the sharp-shinned hawk fA. striatus) show many striking similarities. The
plumage Is essentially identical, with the same field marks In the head and body [7, p .l 05], with blue-gray back and
rusty striped breast. The two are sometimes found migrating together [12, p.74], apparently more often than with
other hawks. They are also much the same In habits. Terres [18, p.485) Indicates that the sharp-shinned hawk,
"like Cooper's hawk Is sometimes seen flying over its woodland home just above the trees with steady beat of
wings, then a short glide. It usually does not live In the same woods with competitive Cooper's" and both -are
capable of mating before shedding Immature feathers. Mumford and Keller [12, p.72) have observed that the sharpshinned hawk's habits are similar to those of the larger Cooper's hawk, in that It spends considerable time perching
quietly In dense cover watching for small birds on which It preys. The calls of each are also similar, the Cooper's
hawk calling "kek-kek-kek", the sharp-shinned hawk calling "kew-kew-kew". The main morphological difference Is
In size, the Cooper's being 39.5 cm . long and the sharp-shinned 26.5 cm. long. The slightly forked tall of the sharpshinned contrasts with the Slightly rounded tall of the Cooper's. However, there is Significant variation in size within
each kind. "A large female sharp-shinned Is about the same size as a small male Cooper's hawk." [7, p.l0S] .
Furthermore, the closely related Eurasian sparrow hawk (A. nisus) Is intermediate In size, ranging from 28 cm. to
38 cm. In length. It is also Intermediate in its call, sometimes calling "kek-kek" and at other times "kew-kew-kew [8,
p.368]. Both Cooper's and sharp-shinned occasionally swoop down on unprotected chickens. These are the true
"chicken hawks," although they also consume large quantities of vermin and insects. They have been victims of
much of the farmers' determined shooting of the birds, but they are largely beneficial to us In their habits.
The sharp-shinned and the European sparrow hawk share many similar features. They have essentially the same
markings and plumage coloration.We have Indicated also that the size of the European sparrow hawk Is
Intermediate between the sizes of the sharp-shinned and Cooper's hawks, and that the European's call utilizes that
of both the American hawks. Johnsgard [10, pp.I68-169] has drawn many parallels between the sharp-shinned
and the European sparrow hawk: e.g., the similar short duration of fledgling/nesting period. Both are capable of
breeding while the plumage Is still Immature In some Cases (18% In male; 15% in female). He concludes that the
European counterpart Is very closely related to the sharp-shin [10, p.167] . Harwood [9, p.129) likewise concludes
that the two are close cousins.
The Cooper's hawk and European sparrow hawk also have striking similarities. The final weaning period Is short,
due to sudden termination of feeding privilege [10, p.72]. Uke the sharp-shin It shares virtually the same markings
and color of plumage with the European sparrow hawk. The same Is true in their having similar calls, early
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cessation of fledgling state, and early breeding [10, p.72].
It Is apparent that these birds are so similar that they should probably be considered as variants within the same
kind. Brown and Amadon conclude that these birds, along with Gundlach 's hawk in Cuba (A. gundlachi) "belong
to the same super species" [2, p. 175], which in this case would render them circumboreal in distribution. A case
could be made also for the close relationship of these hawks with the goshawk, which also could be recognized
as one of the same kind.
Thus far we find no evidence of interbreeding among these three types, either from field observations or breeding
experiments. However, the concept of nonviability being the most dependable factor in separating two organisms
Into separate species is now questioned by many biologists [4, p.111]. For an example, the leopard frog (Rana
pip/ens) interbreeds with Rana palustr/s In New Hampshire, but produces defective intraspecific offspring In distant
states and none with southern Florida frogs. R. pipiens from Costa Rica highlands produces fertile offspring with
those In New Hampshire, but not with those in Floridal Evolutionists claim that the Northern and Florida frogs are
different species.
However, it is axiomatic that if A equals B, and B equals C, A must be equal to C, as seen In the rules of geometry.
Further, there is no sharp line that can be drawn in this series to differentiate geographically adjacent races from
one another anywhere along the line. Scherer [16, p.1,3] states that the biospecies concept based on fertilization
is not as objective as its proponents claim, and that there are insufficient data for wide application of its claims.
The taxonomist and paleontologist must depend on morphological similarities for classification, '10r the fossil record
Is almost nowhere sufficient for the direct application of species-delimiting criteria." However, he uses the broader
term "basic type" (similar to our use of "baramin" as the original created kind) . The use of the term species for
variants within each kind can be arbitrary and based on relatively slight variations. He notes also the differences
in any tendency for interspecific hybrids: e.g., it is low in the Accipetrinae/Buteonidae (hawks and buteos) and
frequent in the Anatidae (waterfowl). This method of dividing species promoted by Mayr, et al. is therefore a very
controversial one.

Buteos
The rough-legged hawk (Buteo lagopes), the rough-legged buzzard of Europe, has a widespread circum boreal
distribution. The red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) is considered by some to be identical to the red-tailed buzzard
of South America. Grzimek [8, p.369] states that '1he red-tailed buzzard is hardly distinguishable from the light
phase of the red-tailed hawk. In winter it wanders as far as Guiana, where it meets red-tailed hawks there."

Circuses
The marsh hawk or harder (Circus cyaneus) which occurs in most of North America is identical to the hen harder
of Eurasia. They are slender with slim, Slightly angled wings, long tailS and long bodies, and are circumboreal.

THE FALCONS AND KITES
These birds rightly are associated with speed and deftness of flight. They have long, pOinted wings, and long tails.
Most famous of these is the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), which is endangered over much of its wide range.
Recently it has been making a comeback through the efforts of dedicated conservationists. A World Peregrine
Center has been established at Boise, Idaho for this purpose. In recent years It has begun to nest on the high
ledges of buildings in large cities, where feral pigeons provide a large part of its diet. It occurs in Northern U.S. and
Canada, Greenland, Eurasia, Africa, South Sea Islands, Australia and Tasmania. Brown and Amadon [2, p.24] state:
'1hat It probably occupies a larger portion of the land surface of the globe ... than does any other bird," and is thus
classified as cosmopOlitan. A very large falcon, the gyrfalcon (F. rustleD/us) occurs in the arctic and is paler than
the peregrine falcon and does not have its "moustaches." It is circumpolar.
The pigeon hawk (F. co/umbarius), the merlin of Europe, is known as the fastest bird in flight. It is circumboreal
in distribution.
The American kestrel or sparrow hawk (F. spaNerius) shares many features with the Eurasian kestrel (F.
tlnnunculus). In the same size range and configuration, it has a Similar banded tail , hovering flight, and earthward
plunge to catch its prey. The tail, however, is rufous (reddish) in the American race, and gray in the Eurasian. If
they are recognized as the same species, they would be circumboreal.
The white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus) is considered equivalent to the European black-winged kite. Both have white
tail and breast, black shoulders, and red eyes [13, p.66; 15, p.62] . Brown and Amadon [2, p.24] claim that these,
with such races as E. scriptus "comprise a cosmopOlitan distribution ."
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THE OWLS
Many of the owls have a wide distribution. The largest owl In North America Is the great grey owl (Strlx nebulosa),
whose deep booming "hu-hu-hoo" can be heard at repeated Intervals throughout the northern forests in both North
America and Eurasia. It has large eye discs and grey horizontal stripes. Its distribution Is circumpolar.
The beautiful snowy owl (Nyctea scandlaca) Is also large and has yellow eyes. It can hunt during the day. It nests
In the open on a slight elevation in the tundra where it can scrutinize the countryside. When Its food supply runs
low, it migrates to the northern United States. It is circumpolar In distribution.
Several medium-sized owls likewise are distributed over a large area. The boreal owl (Aegollus funereus) Is called
Richardson's or Tangmalm's owl in Eurasia. It nests in coniferous forests and mountains and Is clrcumboreal. The
northern hawk owl (Sumla ulula) ranges across northern North America and Eurasia. It Is circumpolar/circum boreal
In location. The short-eared owl (Aslo flammeus) has scarcely any ear tufts. It sometimes hunts by day. It is
circumpolar but can also be found In South America and the Oceanic Islands. The long-eared owl (Aslo otus) Is
circumpolar/circumboreal. The pygmy owl (G/aucldlum gnoma) occurs in the Western United States and Northern
Eurasia and is thus transoceanic. Likewise transoceanic are the burrowing owl, saw-whet owl, ferruginous owl,
barred owl, and screech owl.
The barn owl (Tyto alba) belongs to a different family (Tytonidae) than the owls mentioned above (Strigidae). The
eye or facial discs are extremely large. It is an excellent mouser and appears almost white when seen from below.
It Is the farmer's friend and should not be shot under any circumstances. It is becoming endangered in some areas
but is cosmopolitan. Brown and Amadon [2, p.29) indicate that It has the greatest range of any bird, including also
many Polynesian Islands.
In several Instances owls that are now considered separate species eventually may be considered the same. The
Eurasian tawny owl (Strlx aluco) is similar to the Spotted owl (Strlx occldentalis) in western United States. It also
resembles the barred owl (Strlx varia) which has a similar call: ' hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-aw." It is thus a potential
circumboreal kind or baramin.
In plumage and size the Eurasian scops owl (Otus scops) Is very similar to our screech owl (0. asia), although their
respective calls are not quite the same. Together they also would be a candidate for circumboreal status.
Several ornithologists call attention to the similarity between the eagle owl (Bubo bubo) of Eurasia and the American
great homed owl (Bubo vlrglnlanus). The main difference appears to be In size; the former averaging about 12.5
cm. taller. They both have prominent ears, streaked breast, white throat patch and a mean disposition. (Perhaps
this is the origin of the expression, "Mad as a hoot owl.")

CONCLUSION
Of 36 recognized species of eagles, hawks and owls In North America, excluding hawks and owls along the
Mexican border, 5 are Circumpolar, 3 are clrcumboreal, 3 are clrcumpolar/clrcumboreal, 4 are cosmopolitan, and
4 are transoceanic. Those with at least transoceanic distribution or more total 19, or 52% of the total, which Is
significant. Taking the concept of grouping virtually Identical or very closely parallel variants within a kind or
baramln, the total number of kinds would be 33. Of these, 5 are Circumpolar, 10 are clrcumboreal, 3 are
circumpolar/clrcumboreal, 4 are cosmopolitan and 4 are transoceanic. Those with at least transoceanic distribution
or more total 27 or 75% of the total, a most Impressive figure.
Four other possible baramins are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

American and African swallow-tailed kites.
Red-tailed hawk and long legged buzzard.
Red shouldered hawk and European buzzard.
Mississippi and black kites.

If all were accepted, this would raise the total that are at least transoceanic to 86%. We recognize different races
within presently recognized species, as well as those with different baramins, but in our observation they are much
more similar In structure, habits, and even dietary preferences, than the races within the recognized species of
Homo sapiens. These species and baramins mentioned demonstrate wide distribution, rather than isolation which
figures so strongly In the arguments of evolutionists. their stability of species argues for a young earth and recent
intercontinental migration, with no significant evolutionary change.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Th. Bald Eagl., on. of the tI.h Eagl•• comprl.'ng a kind or ",,.mln.

Figure 2. The Barred owl,

on. of a clrcumbo,.alldnd or ",,.mln.
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